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we benefited greatly this year from the guidance 
provided by the aar’s railinc Project support 
working Committee (rPswC). This committee 
provides valuable insight and helps the railinc 
board of directors determine the rail industry 
projects railinc undertakes each year. for 2011, 
the Comprehensive equipment Performance 
Monitoring (CePM) project was the most 
prominent industry effort. in coordination with our 
partners, including railroads, leasing companies, 
wheel shops and other industry stakeholders, the 
first phase of the project, CePM-wheelsets, was 
implemented in january 2012. while CePM and 
the other industry projects that came to life during 
the year vary in scope and size, together they are 
projected to save the rail industry many millions of 
dollars over time.

railinc also made great strides in 2011 by focusing on 
operational excellence attributes of quality, total cost 
and convenience. The company moved to a more strin-
gent 99.99 percent system uptime standard for key 
products to provide greater reliability and access for its 
customers. This was done in parallel with major tech-
nology infrastructure improvements, including the first 
year of a multi-year effort to move off the mainframe 
system. railinc also strengthened data security efforts 
across the company, and maintained internal service 
level agreements 98 percent of the time – which 
means customers received quick, hassle-free service. 

The results of these efforts were evident in all areas 
of the company. railinc experienced improvements 
in customer satisfaction, demonstrated strong finan-
cial stewardship and improved overall company-wide 

A messAge from the president
To our rail indusTry ParTners

ailinc’s performance in 2011 was one of its best in delivering value to 
the freight rail industry. Customer satisfaction with Railinc products grew, 
rail industry projects were completed and began to generate value, and 
internal infrastructure projects made great progress towards improving 
customer service and lowering the company’s cost structure. The Railinc 
team achieved this performance by remaining focused on creating value 
through providing Association of American Railroads (AAR) products, 
making ongoing improvements in operations, and remaining focused on 
operational excellence to improve our customers’ Railinc experience. 
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performance. a benchmarking study completed during the year by 
the accounting firm Mcgladrey and Pullen also revealed that railinc 
performs better than similarly sized companies with regard to cost 
structure, validating the work railinc management and the board of 
directors have done to ensure a cost-effective organization.

railinc was also recognized in the past year for achievements in 
support of the rail industry. first, the company was among those 
featured in the aar’s “freight rail works” campaign to educate 
lawmakers about rail industry technology that creates jobs and 
economic growth, and supports the north american economy. 
in addition, railinc was selected as one of Inbound Logistics 
magazine’s Top 100 logistics iT Providers for the year, and 
included among our region’s top software development compa-
nies and best places to work by the Triangle Business Journal, 
the leading local business publication.

looking ahead to 2012, railinc will continue its emphasis on 
aar products and services along with improvements to the 
company’s technology infrastructure. work is already underway 
on the next phase of the CePM program along with further 
enhancements to other industry software and data systems. 

with concurrence from the aar board of directors, railinc has 
embarked on a study to explore benefits that may be achieved by 
improving operations associated with the health of rail equipment 
assets. we are grateful for the chance to progress these projects 
and to find new ways to create value for the freight rail industry.

every employee at railinc 
is proud to serve the 
north american freight rail 
industry. and each recog-
nizes that our success only 
comes from the ongoing 
support and patronage of 
our customers. for this we 
are very grateful—thank you 
for your business. we look 
toward 2012 with much 
enthusiasm.

sincerely,
Allen West
Ceo + President



Railinc’s mission  is to create valued 
solutions for rail industry problems 
using our people, processes and 
technologies. 

Railinc’s vision  is to become the rail 
industry’s innovative, go-to resource 
for data and information systems.

strategy of operational excellence
Railinc is committed to a strategy 
of operational excellence, which 
leverages quality, total cost and 
convenience to deliver maximum 
customer value. 
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Comprehensive equipment 
performAnCe monitoring (Cepm) // 
The Comprehensive equipment Performance 
Monitoring (CePM) program will create a 
comprehensive database of rail components that 
incorporates mileage information. The first phase of 
the initiative — CePM-wheelsets — was implemented 
on january 10, 2012. This multi-year program will 
give railroads, rail equipment owners, repair and 
wheelshops, and other industry stakeholders an 
integrated view into the car-health status of freight 
rail equipment. This view into current and past car 
health data is intended to improve the component 
recall process, decrease derailments, lower repair 
costs and, ultimately, improve railroad safety. The 
CePM project is under the guidance of the aar’s 
advanced Technology safety initiative. see story on 
page 11.

eArly WArning re-Write And vAlue 
expAnsion // The early warning re-write and 
Value expansion project enhanced the system for 
reporting mechanical problems with rail equipment 
that can affect safety. railinc’s integration of early 
warning with additional equipment-health asset 
management applications through a web-based 
system enables railroads to subscribe to email 
notifications about specific equipment, conduct 
advanced queries that include data from the 
umler™ system, and more easily view current and 

historical data, and report repairs and inspections. 
This project was completed under the guidance of 
an aar task force.

liAbility Continuity system (lCs) self-
serviCe // This project created a customer service 
portal for the liability Continuity system, which 
manages interchange reporting for car accounting 
purposes. rail equipment owners using the system 
can now easily view events for greater understanding 
and analysis of car hire calculations. The project 
will reduce support costs and, ultimately, result in 
fewer unresolved car-hire liability issues. This project 
was completed under the guidance of the aar’s 
equipment assets Committee.

CAr hire dAtA exChAnge (Chdx) plAt-
form upgrAde // The Car Hire data exchange 
platform upgrade was implemented in early 2012. 
The upgraded system’s automation and updated 
technology is intended to improve data quality and 
reduce application-support costs. This project was 
also completed under the guidance of the equipment 
assets Committee.

sWitChing settlements through rAil-
roAd CleAringhouse (rCh) // The switching 
settlements through rCH project reduced the cost 
and time to process payments through the rCH, a 
centralized system for financial settlements between 

2011 industry 
initiAtives in revieW 

n 2011, Railinc worked to deliver rail industry development projects 
identified by the AAR’s Railinc Project Support Working Committee 
(RPSWC). Railinc was focused on eight industry projects (five delivered 
in 2011 and three in early 2012) along with four industry studies. While 
each of these projects varied in scope and size, they required significant 
coordination with the rail industry for successful completion. Combined 
they are expected to save the rail industry millions of dollars each year.
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rCH participants. This project was completed under the guid-
ance of the aar’s revenue Pipeline Task force.

CAr repAir billing mAndAtory rule ChAnges // 
revisions to aar industry rules in 2011 required changes 
to the Car repair billing application. The updated rules are 
intended to promote safe and efficient freight rail transportation. 
The project continues data quality efforts for the Car repair 
billing data exchange to manage the exchange of repair bills 
for foreign freight equipment. This project was completed under 
the guidance of the aar’s Car repair billing (Crb) Committee.

interline settlement system® edi 6020 
upgrAde // This technology upgrade delivered business 

process improvements and decreased costs for the interline 
settlement system® (iss) by reducing the manual work required 
to settle revenue waybills. The technology standard ensures 
efficient and effective communications even as technology 
improvements occur. This upgrade was completed under the 
guidance of the revenue Pipeline Task force.

ren edi 6020 upgrAde // This data quality compliance 
effort reduced the manual work required to communicate rates 
between railroads participating in an interline move through 
the rate edi network (ren) with the result of greater process 
efficiencies and more effective communication. This upgrade 
also was completed under the guidance of the revenue 
Pipeline Task force.
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2011 industry studies

ailinc also works with its railroad partners and related AAR committees 
to determine the potential value and feasibility of new industry projects. 
The results of these studies sometimes confirm significant opportunities 
to add value to the industry through new projects and technology 
upgrades. In other cases, the results identify areas for further review. For 
2011, the RPSWC studied four potential industry initiatives. Here’s 
a look at these studies and the results:   

interline settlement system® risk/opportunity 
Assessment // This study evaluated the technology and 
processes used in the interline settlement system®, the system for 
tracking and settling revenue generated when two or more railroads 
are involved in a shipment. The study paid specific attention to the 
potential value of process improvements such as saP® software 
integration to ensure continued value and cost reduction from 
the system. railinc will continue to evaluate this area for potential 
opportunities; however, no new project was proposed. 

loComotive hph/fuel opportunity 
Assessment // This study assessed the value of a 
centralized, automated data exchange driven by industry rules 
to reduce the cost and time required to reconcile locomotive 
exchange. railinc will work with equipment owners in 2012 to 
standardize the current data-sharing processes among railroads. 

a new study will determine the iT requirements for automating 
the new shared process.

lCs risk/opportunity Assessment // The liability 
Continuity system applies industry rules to accurately allocate car-hire 
liability when cars are interchanged. This study assessed the value 
of new application features and the potential risks in the current 
application design. The study results do not support a redesign. 

mAChine vision requirements study 
(umler™ system) // Machine-vision technology is 
automating railcar inspections to improve rail safety. This 
study documented the status of various applications of 
the technologies and evaluated the best uses for the data 
generated. railinc will continue to assess new uses for the 
application and resulting data as the technology is adopted.



Cepm progrAm AutomAtes rAilCAr Component 
trACking // in 2011, railinc worked toward the success-
ful launch of the Comprehensive equipment Performance 
Monitoring (CePM) program. The program is an industry-
wide initiative, designed to create an entirely new database 
of railcar equipment component information. The multi-
phase, multi-year program will enable electronic tracking and 
identification of all significant railcar components in near 
real-time. The intended results include improved equipment 
maintenance planning and improved component recall man-
agement, among others. 

The program’s first phase—CePM-wheelsets—centralizes 
the registration of wheelset component details and identifies 
the application of wheelset components, including aar and 
non-aar repairs. The component-level data created through 
the CePM program will be available through railinc’s umler™ 
system, Car repair billing (Crb) system and equipment 
Health Management system (eHMs). Critical to the long-
term project is the reusable, scalable software framework 
and central repository that will support the addition of other 
components in future years. The inclusion of other compo-
nents will require the coordination of rail industry require-

ments, integration and business rules, as well as testing for 
registration, application and reporting.

railinc worked closely with many freight-rail industry partners 
to develop new processes and related technology tools. it 
also helped to prepare the industry for the launch, conducting 
training events, making presentations and sending out more 
than 10,000 individual communications. CePM-wheelsets 
was launched in january 2012. The CePM program will add 
castings as components in 2012. 
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rAilinC 2011 highlights

n 2011, Railinc focused on delivering significant benefits to the rail 
industry by working towards being a best-in-class company focused on 
operational excellence. The company partnered with railroads and other 
stakeholders to identify and create new value through new industry-wide 
initiatives. And internally, Railinc worked to improve its processes and 
its own high standards for customer support. The result: 2011 was one 
of Railinc’s best years on record for delivering value to the freight-rail 
industry. Here’s a closer look at some highlights: 

rail wheelsets



operAtionAl exCellenCe leAdership teAm 
delivers Customer vAlue // in 2011, railinc formed 
an operational excellence leadership team to strengthen 
railinc’s service position with its customers regarding quality, 
total cost and convenience. This task force of professionals 
from information technology, accounting, business  and product 
support teams jumped at the chance to make a difference. They 
focused on four key objectives:

Incorporate customer knowledge 
into company processes 

Improve company processes 

Eliminate inefficiencies or waste in 
one or more areas of the company 

Improve customer service  

results came fast as the team identified quick-hits that were 
easy to accomplish and larger project ideas that would occur 
over time. These included efforts to map and improve the total 
customer experience with railinc, making information and data 
more accessible on the railinc.com website, and exploring 
technology process improvements. in addition to these activities, 
the management team continued to communicate and reinforce 
with all employees railinc’s operational excellence strategy, the 
critical industry-related reasons behind it and its application in 
every department. 

“four-nines” strAtegy improves system 
AvAilAbility, Customer support // railinc adopted a 
more stringent system performance standard in 2011, adopting 
a 99.99 percent uptime standard. That’s less than one hour of 
downtime a year for 15 key products, providing greater reliability 
and access for its customers. The long-term metric includes 
both planned and unplanned outages to achieve the highest 
levels of system availability. while some work remains, railinc 
iT teams achieved an uptime score of 99.98 – remarkable for a 
first year of implementation.

railinc also stayed focused on meeting internal service-level 
agreements that specify required customer response times, 

reaching adherence 98 percent of the time. both efforts are 
part of railinc’s commitment to operational excellence and 
enabled more customers to receive quick, hassle-free service.

infrAstruCture projeCts position systems 
for suCCess // in the past year, railinc has made 
significant strides toward improving its internal technology 
infrastructure as it pursues operational excellence. Key areas 
were targeted for investment that will put the company in a 
stronger position to serve customers more reliably at a lower 
cost for years to come. at the center of this effort is railinc’s 
mainframe migration project. This multi-year project is making 
significant progress toward moving the company away from 
its mainframe-based technology platform to a more flexible 
midrange product delivery solution. 

other projects underway include a data accuracy initiative to 
eliminate customer information-related data errors and their 
propagation throughout railinc systems and applications; 
implementation of a more secure and flexible single sign-on 
technology; and consolidation of file transfer messaging 
solutions into a single and more robust platform, among others. 
railinc expects to recognize savings over the long-term as 
these projects are completed.

rAilinC emphAsizes dAtA seCurity // railinc is 
committed to the highest standards of data security for the rail 
industry. in 2011, the company affirmed again its corporate data 
access policy, educating employees on data disclosure processes. 
The policy sets forth standards and compliance measures for 
employees and serves as a resource for railinc employees 
when dealing with data requests. The intent is for railinc to 
avoid the disclosure of data that the data supplier wishes to 
keep confidential or that would be inconsistent with applicable 
legal requirements. This policy is reviewed regularly with staff.
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99.99%
Railinc’s taRget peRcentage uptime 
foR 15 key industRy pRoducts

100



rAilinC promotes teChnology in AAr “freight 
rAil Works” CAmpAign // in mid-2011, leaders, influencers 
and railroad constituents throughout the washington, d.C. 
metro area heard nichole fimple talk often about the critical 
role of technology in the rail industry. as an iT product manager 
for railinc, she was a part of the relaunched “freight rail 
works” industry advocacy campaign developed by the aar 
communication team.

The freight rail works campaign presents real people telling 
true stories about how maintaining a healthy freight rail network 
is critical to their businesses’ success. it is designed to educate 
lawmakers in the nation’s capital about how a healthy and vibrant 
freight rail system delivers for business and consumers, and 
creates good jobs.

fimple and representatives from other companies including 
whirlpool and Caterpillar could be seen in television, radio, print 
and online ads running in the washington, d.C. media market. The 
ads showcase rail industry investments in information technology 
that keep the railroads running safely and efficiently, and how rail-
related companies offer highly innovative, good-paying jobs.

 

rAilinC reCognized for exCellenCe in both 
industry And Community // railinc was recognized for 
excellence in 2011 with three awards by national and local 
business publications. in May, Inbound Logistics magazine 
named railinc one of its “Top 100 logistics iT Providers.” 
The publication presented awards to companies whose 
iT solutions solve specific logistics challenges, improve 
processes and create a ripple effect of efficiencies across 
the entire value chain. 

The Triangle Business Journal, the region’s leading business 
publication, in May named railinc one of the area’s “Top 
software developers” in the category of Mid-sized Private 
Company. This award is based on the size of software 
development teams located in the region. Then in october, the 
publication recognized railinc as one of its “best Places to 
work.” The award, based on an employee survey benchmarked 
against other companies in the region, recognizes those that 
have developed remarkable workplaces through a combination 
of company culture, working conditions and benefits. railinc 
won the award in the large company category for companies 
with 151-999 employees.
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Inbound Logistics magazine named railinc 
one of its “top 100 logistics it providers.” 

To see the ads and more, please visit 
www.freightrailworks.org.
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Cepm Components: bolsters, side 
frAmes, Couplers // The CePM program 
is intended to give railroads and other industry 
participants a complete view of rail equipment health 
and performance. Three additional components 
will be added in 2012 to the reusable component 
framework developed in 2011 as part of the CePM 
project. The capability to register and associate side 
frames, bolsters and coupler components to specific 
railcar equipment will provide the industry the ability 
to improve maintenance planning and enable more 
informed repair decisions. The effort is guided by the 
aar’s advanced Technology safety initiative and the 
Coupling system and Truck Castings Committee.

Component frAmeWork phAse 2 (umler™ 
system) // The Component framework Phase 
2 project will deliver enhanced access and 
productivity tools to extract more value from the 
2011 CePM project investment. The value includes 
adding more historical data related to wheelsets 
for industry analysis and more targeted wheelset 
recalls, automating recall processes, improving 
data extraction, helping railroads keep local data 
in sync with industry data, and advising owners 
of component-related activity on their equipment. 
The effort is under the guidance of the advanced 
Technology safety initiative.

Complete CAr heAlth expAnsion // 
railroads and other industry participants rely on 
car health data to make decisions. This project will 

expand the Comprehensive equipment Performance 
Monitoring (CePM) program to reduce costs from 
duplicate reporting and improve equipment visibility and 
decision making. This project is under the guidance of 
the advanced Technology safety initiative.

dAmAged And defeCtive CAr trACking 
(ddCt) enhAnCement projeCt // information 
about damaged and defective railcars is important 
to rail safety. This project adds functionality to the 
ddCT system that will reduce administrative costs, 
improve productivity, standardize and improve data 
accuracy, and increase car owner capabilities. 
This will be conducted under the guidance of the 
aar’s arbitration and rules Committee and ddCT 
Technical advisory group.

utilize ddCt for eArly WArning 
mAintenAnCe Advisories // Maintenance 
advisories and “early warnings” are also critical to 
rail safety. This project will use the ddCT system 
and the early warning system (ew) to automate the 
creation of a ddCT incident upon aar instruction via 
the early warning system. The result will be quicker 
compliance and reduced disruptions to terminals and 
interchange. The effort is under the guidance of the 
advanced Technology safety initiative.

utilize ddCt for truCk hunting // lateral 
instability of railcars, or truck hunting, can lead to 

continued on page 17 

Coming in 2012:
indusTry-sPonsored ProjeCTs

ogether with the RPSWC, Railinc and its Board of Directors identi-
fied 11 industry projects for 2012. Most projects expand on Railinc’s 
work in 2011 with upgrades and improvements to existing systems 
to yield better service to its rail customers. Here’s a look at the full 
industry project slate:
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railcar damage and derailments. This project will use 
the ddCT system and equipment Health Management 
system to automate the identification of these cars 
for improved rail safety and to provide disposition. 
The effort is under the guidance of the advanced 
Technology safety initiative.

CAr repAir billing mAndAtory rule 
enforCement for 2013 // industry rules 
help to ensure safe and efficient freight railroad 
operations. This project delivers compliance with 
aar interchange rules for the Car repair billing data 
exchange for improved data quality. The effort is also 
under the guidance of the advanced Technology 
safety initiative.

restruCture CAr repAir billing 
inbound dAtA exChAnge proCess // 
rail equipment owners rely on the Car repair billing 
data exchange to settle repair bills for foreign freight 
equipment. This project will update the current 
process used to support real-time reporting and 
improve data quality. it is under the guidance of the 
aar’s Car repair billing Committee.

CAr hire dAtA exChAnge (Chdx) edits And 
file delivery improvements // Virtually 
all north american railcar users and owners use 
the CHdX system to send and receive car-hire 
payables. This project will introduce edits to improve 
data quality and reduce the time to process these 
payments. This project is under the guidance of the 
aar’s equipment assets Committee: information and 
data Quality team.

hAzmAt AppliCAtion upgrAde And 
AutomAtion // railroads use the Hazardous 
Materials shipping description database (HaZMaT) 
application to create electronic messages required 
for shipping hazardous materials. This project will 
expand the application’s automation and reach to 
improve safety and reduce the cost to process these 
messages. it is overseen by the aar’s Hazardous 
Materials Committee.

edi 6040 forWArd And store updAte // 
This data quality compliance update promotes 
greater process efficiencies and more effective 
communication for participants in an interline freight 
movement. The upgrade will improve data quality 
and support the electronic exchange of 417 waybills 
through the forward and store system. This update is 
overseen by the aar’s edi Committee.
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59,888

4.35 Railinc’s average satisfaction score on 
on a scale from one to five for 17 Key 
products, translating to a “More than 
satisfied” Railinc Customer

The number of incidents 

opened in the new DDCT 

system in 2011 

Railinc’s target percentage uptime for 
15 key industry products99.99%

107%
The projected 
five-year industry 
RoI for the DDCT 
system according 
to the RPsWC

204%
The projected 
five-year industry 
RoI for the CePM 
program according 
to the RPsWC

3%  +  1
The percentage increase in 
the overall Railinc product 
satisfaction score and the 
number of products added 
to the rating this year

80

60

40

20

0
83% 84% 85% 45% 46% 47%

loyalTy RaTIng neT PRoMoTeR sCoRe®

2009 2010 2011

2009 2010 2011
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RAilinc executive 
MAnAgeMent teAM:

stAnding  l to R: 
PaTriCK o’neil, 
yaTes ParKer, 
allen wesT, 
Karen folino,
daVid KaufMan 

sitting  l to R: 
rob siMora, 
Treadwell daVison

Allen West
President and Chief executive officer

RobeRt siMoRA
Chief information officer 

tReAdWell dAvison
assistant Vice President, 
aar Products and services

KARen Folino
assistant Vice President, 
Commercial Products and services

YAtes PARKeR
assistant Vice President, finance

dAvid KAuFMAn
senior director, Customer relations

PAtRicK o’neil
director, Corporate Communications
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CorporAte overvieW

ailinc is an innovative and reliable resource to the rail industry for rail data, 
IT and information services. We support business processes and provide 
business intelligence that help railroads, rail equipment owners, their 
customers and business partners increase productivity, achieve operational 
efficiencies and keep their assets moving. Railinc is the industry’s largest 
source for accurate real-time interline rail data. Railinc Corp. is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of the Association of American Railroads.

rAilinC CorporAte offiCes // 
7001 weston Parkway, suite 200  |  Cary, nC 27513  |  www.railinc.com

rAilinC Customer support Center // 
(877) 724-5462  |  csc@railinc.com

Copyright ©2012 railinc Corp. all rights reserved. ulmerTM and interline settlement system® are 
trademarks of railinc Corp. all other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 




